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Abstract
Target-Based Sentiment Analysis (TBSA)
aims to detect the opinion aspects (aspect ex-
traction) and the sentiment polarities (senti-
ment detection) towards them. Both the pre-
vious pipeline and integrated methods fail to
precisely model the innate connection between
these two objectives. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel dynamic heterogeneous graph
to jointly model the two objectives in an ex-
plicit way. Both the ordinary words and sen-
timent labels are treated as nodes in the het-
erogeneous graph, so that the aspect words
can interact with the sentiment information.
The graph is initialized with multiple types of
dependencies, and dynamically modified dur-
ing real-time prediction. Experiments on the
benchmark datasets show that our model out-
performs the state-of-the-art models. Further
analysis demonstrates that our model obtains
significant performance gain on the challeng-
ing instances under multiple-opinion aspects
and no-opinion aspect situations.
1 Introduction
Target-Based Sentiment Analysis (TBSA) aims to
detect the sentiment polarity for specific aspects1
within the text. For example, in the sentence “Great
service but dreadful food!”, both “positive” and
“negative” sentiment polarities are expressed on
different aspects, “service” and “food” with the
opinion words “great” and “dreadful”.
Traditionally, this problem is solved in two sep-
arate steps, namely, Aspect Extraction (AE) and
Aspect-Based Sentiment Classification (AS). Al-
though straightforward, this pipeline style solution
ignores the innate connection between the two ob-
jectives, resulting in error propagation. Recently,
Wang et al. (2018), Li et al. (2019) propose to
∗Equal Contribution
1The entities associated with a sentiment is considered as
an aspect in TBSA task.
use the connection between the two tasks by uni-
fied tags or combination of feature vectors, which
remain on modeling the joint features in superfi-
cial ways. The connection between two tasks can
only be modeled in the shared layers, which is an
implicit and black-box method. Furthermore, in-
formation between task-specific layers can only
be transmitted via the shared layers, which is not
explicit nor direct.
When studying the TBSA task, we observe two
facts. (1) Not all the entities in the text are
associated with a sentiment. For instance, “I
haven’t used it for anything high tech yet, but I
love it already”, the sentiment target is pronoun
“it” rather than the entity “tech”. However, the
pipeline method suffers from improperly labeling
all the entities (such as “tech”) without being aware
of the sentiment information. (2) Many cases in
TBSA involve multiple aspects, which are often
related to each other on both the aspect sense
and the sentiment sense. For instance, “I like
coming back to Mac OS but this laptop is lacking
in speaker quality compared to my $400 old HP
laptop.”, the opinion words “like” and “lacking”
are indicators conveying the corresponding senti-
ment polarities of aspects “Mac OS” and “speaker
quality”. In addition, the word “but” indicates the
opposite sentiments of the two aspects. The previ-
ous works can not precisely model such complex
relationships in an explicit and effective way.
To address the above challenges, we propose a
dynamic heterogeneous graph mechanism to repre-
sent the complex dependencies among words and
sentiment labels. To model the connections be-
tween different sentiments and aspects, we con-
sider both the sentiment labels and the ordinary
words as nodes in the graph. The two kinds of
nodes are connected by real-time prediction of sen-
timents toward words during the iterative predicting
process. Specifically, the edges with high predic-
tion confidence are firstly built, which makes the
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Figure 1: An illustration of the TBSA task. The top
arrows are the illustration of syntactic and positional
dependency between words. The bottom shows the tar-
get labels of the sentence, including the aspect labels
(BIO) and sentiment labels (POS, NEG, NEU).
sub-task predicted information explicitly encoded
in the graph. In the next prediction iteration, the
model predicts other aspects and sentiment based
on the modified graph. In such settings, the graph
becomes a dynamic heterogeneous graph, which
provides an explicit way to model the connection
between the two objectives other than the implicit
modeling method of previous works.
In addition, to capture the long-range depen-
dency between aspect words and sentiment opinion
words (Huang and Carley, 2019; Sun et al., 2019),
we propose to connect the word nodes with syn-
tactic and positional dependencies, illustrated in
Figure 1. The combination of heterogeneous node
types and the usage of long-range dependency not
only shortens the distance between aspect words
and sentiment opinion words, but also help build
the path between opinion word and sentiment la-
bels. To represent multiple types of relations in the
heterogeneous graph, we propose a Heterogeneous
Gated Graph Neural Network to encode the graph.
We do experiments on three benchmark
SemEval-Task datasets and conduct detailed analy-
sis. Experiment results show that our model beats
state-of-the-art models with the same amount of
training data by a big margin. Even compared
with models using much external data, our model
achieves very competitive results.
We conclude our contributions as follows:
• We propose to explicitly model the connec-
tion between the two sub-tasks AE and AS
in TBSA with dynamic heterogeneous graph
mechanism that include both words and sen-
timent labels as nodes. The iterative modifi-
cation of graph bridges the words and sen-
timents, which makes the latter prediction
aware of the previous predicted sentiments.
• We propose to model the long-range depen-
dencies with syntactic and positional edges
and propose Heterogeneous Gated Graph Neu-
ral Network to encode the heterogeneous de-
pendencies. The combination of heteroge-
neous node types and the usage of long-range
dependency not only shorten the distance be-
tween aspect words and opinion words, but
also help build the path between opinion
words and sentiment labels.
• Experiments show that our model outperforms
the state-of-the-art models. Extensive analy-
sis proves the advantages of our model: I.
providing the explicitly interpretable connec-
tion between sub-tasks via the graph modifi-
cation, II. excluding aspects without opinion,
III. boosting the performance on the multi-
opinion-aspects instances.
2 Proposed Method
In this section, we first briefly introduce the for-
mulation of TBSA task. Then, we describe how
to construct the dynamic heterogeneous graph in
two steps: (1) text graph initialization (2) dynamic
heterogeneous graph modification. Next, we show
how to encode the heterogeneous graph with our
proposed Heterogeneous Gated Graph Neural Net-
work (HGGNN) model. Lastly, we show how to
train the model for the two objectives, AE and AS.
A brief illustration is shown in Figure 2.
2.1 Task Formulation
We treat the TBSA problem as a combination of
AE and AS objectives. AE is formulated as a se-
quence tagging problem with the “BIO” labels. AS
is also formulated as a sequence tagging problem
with labels {POS, NEG, NEU} labels. Figure 1 is
an example illustrating the ground truth labels.
2.2 Dynamic Heterogeneous Graph
Mechanism
Text Graph Initialization:
We initialize the graph as a directed graph using
syntactic and positional dependencies among word
nodes. The text graph has three different types of
edges: unidirectional syntactic dependency edges
“to” (denoted as N t) and “from” (denoted as N f ),
bidirectional “position” edges based on the local
window (denoted as N p). Dependency parsing
is used to detect the syntactic relations, which
helps detect sentiment features related to the as-
pect words.
Dynamic Heterogeneous Graph Modification:
Based on the observation that two objectives and
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Figure 2: An illustration of our model structure. The red dot arrow and the blue dot arrow in the graph denote the
first iteration and the second iteration “sentiment” edge we built based on the real-time prediction. Graphl denotes
the graph during the l-th iteration. {pos, neg, neu} are sentiment nodes.
the sentiments of different aspects are not inde-
pendent, we propose to model both the text and
sentiment labels as nodes in a heterogeneous graph.
In order to use the information of different types,
we propose to use a fourth type of edge “sentiment”
in addition to the other three relations described
above. This kind of edge is built based on real-time
predictions in AS.
In such settings, the graph becomes a dynamic
heterogeneous graph. The graph is heterogeneous
as there are two types of nodes and four types of
edges. The graph is dynamic because the “senti-
ment” edges between word and sentiment nodes are
dynamically built and modified during the real-time
prediction process rather than fixed. The iterative
modification process on graph is shown in the right
part of Figure 2. which is formulated as follows:
p(y|Θ, X) = p(yl|y˜l−1, · · · , y˜1,Θ, X)
× p(yl−1|y˜l−2, · · · , y˜1,Θ, X)
× · · · × p(y1|Θ, X)
(1)
where y means the sentiment polarity of each to-
ken, yl means the sentiments in the l-th iteration,
y˜i represents the sentiments with high confidence
in the i-th iteration . Θ and X mean the parameters
and the inputs respectively.
Each time we predict the sentiment of an aspect,
we add a “sentiment” edge between the aspect word
node and the sentiment label node. The sentiments
with high confidence are first bridged, which make
the predicted information explicitly revealed in the
graph. When the graph evolves because of the pre-
diction, we update the graph representation based
on the new graph structure. By doing so, the cur-
rent prediction procedure is aware of the historical
prediction results, that is, the sentiments of other as-
pects. This way of organizing the graph makes our
method able to model the connection among differ-
ent sentiments and different aspects. The dynamic
process is shown in algorithm 1. Note that after
each iteration, we drop some “sentiment” edges
to make the degree of sentiment nodes meet their
distributions in the training set. This operation
Algorithm 1 DHG Mechanism
Input:
hsentis : node embedding of sentiment s
Graph G0 : initial graph
xi : embedding of word i
m0i : initial hidden vector of aspect-part
n0i : initial hidden vector of sentiment-part
, times
Output:
mtimesi : final hidden vector of aspect-part
ntimesi : final hidden vector of sentiment-part
for l ∈ 1 to times do
mli = HGGNNAE(m
l−1
i ,xi,Gl−1)
nli = HGGNNAS(n
l−1
i ,xi,Gl−1)
problis = softmax(sim(n
l
i,hsentis))
for word i, sentiment s do
if problis >  then
Graph Gl← Graph Gl−1
link the word node i with the sentiment node s.
end if
end for
Drop some “sentiment” edges.
end for
prevents the predominant predictions on specific
sentiment labels.
The predictions are not accurate enough at the
early training stage. To prevent slow convergence,
we adopt the teacher forcing training method.
Specifically, we add some of the edges between
word and sentiment according to the ground truth
labels at the beginning of training. At each training
epoch, we modify the graph based on the predicted
labels with high confidence probability p˜, other-
wise we adopt the teacher forcing training method.
We define p˜ following Zhang et al. (2019):
p˜ = 1− µ
µ+ exp(epoch/µ)
(2)
In teacher-forcing, we randomly dropout 80%
ground truth to prevent our model from copying
the ground truth straightly.
2.3 Heterogeneous Gated Graph Neural
Network
Gate mechanism largely enhances the expression
ability of GNN models and is able to release the
over-smoothing problem2 (Li et al., 2015; Peng
et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018a). We propose a
Heterogeneous Gated Graph Neural Network (HG-
GNN) to encode the heterogeneous dependency
relationships among words that adapts the gate
mechanism into heterogeneous graph area.
For each relationship (i.e. edge), we first get the
neighbour vector of each word:
ati = A
T
i [h
t−1
1 , · · · ,ht−1|V| ]T + k
bti = B
T
i [h
t−1
1 , · · · ,ht−1|V| ]T + k (3)
cti = C
T
i [h
t−1
1 , · · · ,ht−1|V| ]T + k
where the matrix Ai, Bi, Ci determine how word
node i communicate with each other in the graph
for each relationship. t is the layer index. Then,
we take the embeddings of the nodes and the graph
structure as input and outputs the hidden represen-
tation of each node. Gated Recurrent Units (Cho
et al., 2014) is used to dynamically decide which
part of information should be transmitted to upper
layers to alleviate the over-smoothing problem:
zti = σ(W
z
aa
t
i +W
z
b b
t
i +W
z
c c
t
i + V
zxi + U
zht−1i )
rti = σ(W
r
aa
t
i +W
r
b b
t
i +W
r
c c
t
i + V
rxi + U
rht−1i )
h˜ti = tanh(Waa
t
i +Wbb
t
i +Wcc
t
i + V xi+ (4)
U(rti  ht−1i ))
hti = (1− zti) ht−1i + zti  h˜ti
where xi and hi are the embedding and the hidden
state of node i. t is the layer index. z and r mean
update gate and reset gate, respectively.
2.4 Training and Inference
AE Objective: At the top of the “AE HGGNN”,
we add a CRF layer to calculate the conditional
probabilities of aspect label sequences as follows:
P (ŶAE|m,Ws,bs) =
∏n
i=1 φi(yi−1,yim)∑
Y′
∏n
i=1 φi(y
′
i−1,y
′
im)
(5)
φi(yi−1,yi,m) = exp(W
yi−1,yi
s mi + b
yi−1,yi
s ) (6)
where m represents the final hidden vector of
graph in aspect-level part, ŶAE means the aspect
labels (B, I, O) of each tokens. Ws and bs are
transition parameters to be trained. Then the loss
function of AE objective is
LAE =
1
Na
Na∑
i=1
1
ni
ni∑
j=1
l(YAEi,j , Ŷ
AE
i,j ) (7)
2Over-smoothing problem means all nodes will converge
to very similar values when stacking multiple layers, which
will cause information loss (Li et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019).
where Na denotes the total number of sentences in
the training set, ni denotes the number of tokens of
the i-th sentence, YAEi,j and Ŷ
AE
i,j denote the ground
truth aspect label and the predicted label of the j-th
token in the i-th sentence respectively. l(, ) is the
cross-entropy loss function.
AS Objective: At the top of the “AS HGGNN”,
we add an MLP layer to compute the probabilities
of sentiment label:
P (ŶAS|n) = softmax(f(Wn+ b)) (8)
To activate the DHG mechanism, we add the predic-
tion based on the similarities between word nodes
and sentiment nodes:
P (Y˜AS|n,hsenti) = softmax(〈n,hsenti〉) (9)
where n is the final hidden vector of the sentence
in sentiment-level part. 〈, 〉 is the inner product op-
eration. ŶASi,j and Y˜
AS
i,j are the predicted sentiment
label. Then the loss function of AS task is:
LAS =
1
2
1
Na
Na∑
i=1
1
ni
ni∑
j=1
l(YASi,j , Ŷ
AS
i,j)+
1
2
1
Na
Na∑
i=1
1
ni
ni∑
j=1
l(YASi,j , Y˜
AS
i,j)
(10)
where YASi,j is the ground truth sentiment label.
Integrated Objective: The total loss is calculated
as the sum of the two sub-objectives:
L = LAE + λLAS (11)
where λ is a hyper-parameter to balance the loss of
two objectives (we set λ = 1).
During inference, we get the extracted aspect
words and the sentiment results on them. To tackle
sentiment inconsistency, where one aspect is at-
tached with multiple different sentiment tokens, we
average the sentiment probability of every token
within an aspect to predict the polarities.
3 Experiment
3.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on three widely used
benchmark datasets of SemEval 2014 (Pontiki
et al., 2014) and 2015 (Pontiki et al., 2015). The
statistics of these datasets is shown in Table 1 (de-
noted as Res14, Lt14 and Res15). All these datasets
contain the ground truth labels of both the target
aspect and their sentiment polarities. We follow
the standard train-test set split, and randomly sam-
ple 20% of the training data as development set.
Train Test
Datasets Aspect Pos Neg Neu Conf Aspect Pos Neg Neu Conf
Res14 3,692 2,160 804 637 91 1,132 728 195 195 14
Lt14 2,373 994 870 464 45 654 341 128 169 16
Res15 1,199 902 252 34 11 542 319 179 27 17
Table 1: Dataset statistics. “Aspect” means the number of entities with sentiment. “Pos, Neg, Neu, Conf” represent
the sentiment polarities positive, negative, neutral and conflict respectively.
We ignore aspect terms with “conflict” sentiment
polarities following the previous works.
3.2 Baselines
We compare our model with state-of-the-art
pipeline and integrated baselines.
Pipeline: Pipeline models consist of two parts:
(I). AE models include CMLA (Wang et al., 2017)
and DECNN (Xu et al., 2018). CMLA use a novel
end-to-end network with coupled multi-layer atten-
tions for aspect-opinion co-extraction. DECNN is
a multi-layer CNN with double embeddings.
(II). AS models include ATAE (Wang et al.,
2016b) and TransCap (Chen and Qian, 2019).
ATAE applies an attention-based LSTM struc-
ture, which incorporates the aspect embedding
as input. TransCap applies an aspect routing ap-
proach with 60,000 external sentence-level sen-
timent data from Yelp and Amazon. We select
the above models to construct 4 pipeline base-
lines: CMLA-ATAE, CMLA-TransC, DECNN-
ATAE, DECNN-TransCap (denoted as C-A, C-T,
D-A and D-T).
Integrated: E2ETBSA (Li et al., 2019) propose a
unified tagging model to represent the constrained
transitions from target boundaries to target sen-
timents. Opinion lexicon is further used to en-
hance the aspect extraction component. IMN-
d (He et al., 2019) propose an interactive multi-task
learning network with a message passing architec-
ture, which also extends IMN-d model to IMN
model with 60,000 extra document-level data from
Yelp and Amazon.
3.3 Settings
We use the tokenized datasets released in He et al.
(2019) for a fair comparison. Text node embed-
dings are initialized with the concatenation of the
general-purpose embeddings3 and domain embed-
dings4 (Xu et al., 2018; He et al., 2019). For
3Pre-trained 300 dimension Glove vectors (Pennington
et al., 2014).
4Pre-trained 100 dimension vectors on a domain-specific
corpus using fastText released in Xu et al. (2018).
the graph structure, we use Stanford Dependency
Parser (Chen and Manning, 2014) to obtain syn-
tactic dependency. We set the window size to 3 to
obtain positional neighbours. We set the layers of
HGGNNShared, HGGNNAE, HGGNNAS to 3. On
Res14 datasets the DHG iteration times is set to
3, while 2 on Lt14 and Res15 datasets. We set the
DHG threshold value  to 0.75. We use Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with 0.0001 learning
rate, and train our model with batch size of 32. We
apply 0.5 dropout regularization (Srivastava et al.,
2014) and clip the gradients to the maximum norm
of 1.0. All hyper-parameters are tuned on the de-
velopment set.
3.4 Evaluation Metrics
We employ four metrics for evaluation. we use
F-all to measure the performance of TBSA. F-all
is similar to F-score, where the {aspect, sentiment}
result is considered as correct only when both ele-
ments are correct. Because F-all is the metric we
care most, we train our model for 200 epochs, and
save the checkpoint with the best F-all on devel-
opment set for evaluation. For AE task, we use
F-score to measure the performance of aspect ex-
traction (denoted as F-a). For AS task, we use
accuracy and macro F-score to evaluate (denoted
as acc-s and F-s).
3.5 Results
Table 2 reports the results of our model and
baselines. For a fair comparison, the results re-
ported here do not involve any external data other
than the SemEval datasets. We can observe that
the carefully-designed integrated models generally
beat the pipeline models. However, since these pre-
vious integrated models only make use of the super-
ficial connections between the two sub tasks, our
model outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines
by 1.64%, 2.48% and 0.51% on F-all metric in all
the three datasets. This shows the effectiveness of
our method in modeling the interaction between
two sub-tasks with the shared graph representation
and the explicit information exchange during the
iterative prediction and graph modification.
Pipeline Models Integrated Models Our model
C-A* D-A* C-T D-T E2ETBSA* IMN-d*
Res14
F-a 82.45% 83.33% 82.71% 83.52% 83.12% 83.89% 84.82%
acc-s 77.46% 77.63% 79.65% 79.65% 79.06% 80.69% 80.91%
F-s 68.70% 70.09% 70.91% 70.91% 68.77% 72.09% 71.37%
F-all 63.87% 64.32% 65.89% 66.54% 65.94% 67.27% 68.91%
Lt14
F-a 76.80% 80.28% 77.50% 80.56% 77.67% 78.43% 80.12%
acc-s 70.25% 69.98% 72.83% 72.83% 71.72% 72.49% 74.51%
F-s 66.67% 66.20% 68.83% 68.83% 68.36% 69.71% 70.48%
F-all 53.68% 55.92% 56.46% 58.43% 55.95% 57.13% 59.61%
Res15
F-a 68.55% 68.32% 68.61% 68.40% 68.79% 70.35% 70.93%
acc-s 81.03% 80.32% 81.84% 81.84% 80.96% 81.86% 82.53%
F-s 58.91% 57.25% 66.10% 66.10% 57.10% 56.88% 68.30%
F-all 54.79% 55.10% 56.21% 55.95% 55.45% 57.86% 58.37%
Table 2: Comparison between our proposed model and the baselines without external data. * means that the result
is copied from the previous paper. Otherwise, average results over 5 runs with different random seeds are reported.
The evaluation methods are described in section 3.4.
Furthermore, our model achieves best results on
most of the tasks regarding to the sub-task met-
rics, F-a, acc-s and F-s, which validates that the
results of the individual sub-task can be mutually
promoted in our model. Not only the predicted as-
pect labels can benefit the prediction of sentiment,
but the iteratively built edges can in turn help the
aspect prediction process. This is because that if
the predicted aspects are not connected with any
sentiment label nodes, they will not be given aspect
labels in the following prediction iterations.
One thing that should be noted is that even
compared with models using much external data
(TransCap and IMN use 30,000 external sentence-
level sentiment data in each domain), our model
outperforms these models without any external
data. The state-of-the-art F-all scores reported
by IMN on Res14, Lt14 and Res15 are 68.71%,
58.04% and 58.18%, which are lower than the re-
sults of our model 68.91%, 59.61% and 58.37%.
4 Analysis
4.1 Ablation Study
Table 3 reports the results of ablation study on the
development and test set. To investigate the impact
of each component, we remove one component at
a time from our model and study the effects.
First, we remove the DHG mechanism (see Al-
gorithm 1) from the model. That is to say, we
directly predict the aspect and sentiment labels af-
ter getting the graph representation from the shared
HGGNN. The result shows without DHG, the
joint-result performance drops in all three datasets,
Dev Set Res14 Lt14 Res15
Our Model 62.81% 57.40% 66.01%
w.o. DHG 61.34% 56.08% 65.32%
Syntax→ PMI 60.93% 55.31% 64.98%
Test Set Res14 Lt14 Res15
Our Model 68.91% 59.61% 58.37%
w.o. DHG 67.77% 58.28% 57.96%
Syntax→ PMI 66.93% 57.56% 56.88%
Table 3: Ablation study on development and test set.
“w.o. DHG” means without DHG mechanism, “Syntax
→ PMI” means using PMI edges to replace syntactic
edges.
which suggests that the interaction between the two
sub-tasks indeed provide useful information to the
prediction. The DHG mechanism, which iteratively
bridges the word nodes and sentiment nodes, en-
ables the latter prediction process to be aware of
the previously predicted sentiment of other aspects.
We further remove the syntax dependency by re-
placing the syntax edges with co-occurrence edges
built by PMI values5 to prevent sparsity. We can
observe that the performances decline consistently.
This testifies that syntax information is helpful to
the performance of joint TBSA, because it directly
bridges aspect words with other key words.
4.2 Performance on Instances with Multiple
Opinion Aspects
We argue that DHG mechanism in our model can
make the latter prediction process aware of the pre-
5We compute the PMI value between word i and j, and
build the co-occurrence edge if value > 0 (Yao et al., 2019).
viously predicted sentiment of other aspects. There-
fore, the model can achieve better performance on
the multi-opinion-aspects sentences. To prove the
effectiveness on this sort of instances, we select the
sentences with multiple opinion aspects from the
test set. The statistics are shown in Table 4.
Res14 Lt14 Res15
#instance 800 800 685
#multi-op-as 316 156 107
#no-op-as 194 378 284
Table 4: Number of instances, number of multi-aspects
and number of no-aspects instances in test set.
We compare our model with the state-of-the-art
TBSA model IMN, which uses 30,000 external
sentence-level sentiment data. The F-all perfor-
mance in multi-opinion-aspects test set is shown
in Figure 3(a). We can observe that when the
test set only contains the multiple-aspect instances,
the performance gap between IMN and our model
is widened. Precisely, in Res14, Lt14 and Res15
multiple-aspect test sets, the gap is widened from
0.20%, 1.57% and 0.19% to 2.49%, 2.05% and
0.46%, respectively. This testifies that our model
is indeed able to capture the relation among dif-
ferent aspects and sentiments towards them, thus
improving the performance.
4.3 Performance on Instances Containing No
Opinion Aspects
In addition to the multi-opinion-aspects cases, we
argue that without being aware of the sentiment
information, the pipeline model would suffer from
labeling many entities without sentiment polari-
ties, which we call “no-opinion-aspect” instances.
In order to explore the effectiveness of our inte-
gration strategy on such instances, we select the
instances which contain no opinion aspects from
the test set. The statistics are shown in Table 4. We
evaluate by sentence-level accuracy rather than
F-a as the latter evaluation is always 0 in this case.
The sentence-level accuracy metric is calculated as
acc = #(no-op instances)/#(all instances).
We compare our model with the state-of-the-
art AE model DECNN. The sentence-level accu-
racy performance in no-opinion-aspects test set is
shown in Figure 3(b). The results show that our
model beats the state-of-the-art DECNN by 2.06%,
1.58% and 3.17% in three datasets, respectively.
This indicates that without being aware of the sen-
timent information, the state-of-the-art DECNN
model would suffer from labeling all the entities
rather than opinion entities. Our model can ease
this problem by considering the sentiment infor-
mation in both implicit and explicit ways. More
specifically, The implicit way we combine the sen-
timent information is the proposed shared struc-
ture that learns the shared hidden features. The
explicit way of combining the sentiment is the
word-sentiment edges in the proposed dynamic het-
erogeneous graph mechanism.
4.4 Impact of Iteration Times of DHG
We show the impact of iteration times on the DHG
mechanism in Figure 3(c). We can observe that
the F-all performance boosts as the iteration time
increases by one or two, while begins to converge
as iteration time further increases. This is a sign
of the effectiveness of our DHG mechanism. From
the results we also observe that the best number
of iteration times is related to the ratio of multi-
opinion-aspect instances (shown in Table 4). To
be more specific, the ratio of multi-opinion-aspect
instances in Res14 dataset is higher than Lt14 and
Res15 datasets, accordingly, we can observe that
Res14 dataset needs more iterations than the others.
4.5 Case Study
We provide some concrete examples in the test set
for case study in Table 5. The first sample contains
no aspect, as the opinion target is “it” rather than
“tech”. However, IMN predicts the word “tech” to
be an aspect with positive polarity, which shows
their superficial joint feature is not able to deal with
such situations. In our model, DHG mechanism
does not bridge the edge between “tech” and any
sentiment labels. Our model successfully exclude
the aspect “tech” which involves no opinion.
The second sample contains two aspects with
different sentiments. IMN model predicts both as-
pects as the same negative polarity, while our model
distinguishes the different sentiments correspond-
ing to different aspects. In the prediction process
shown at the last column in the table, we can ob-
serve that DHG mechanism first builds the edges
from sentiment nodes to opinion words (“like”,
“lacking”) and partial aspects (“speaker”), as they
are predicted with high confidence. In the next it-
eration, the latter predictions of both aspect (“Mac
OS”, “quality”) and sentiment are aware of the pre-
vious opinion words and partial aspects. Moreover,
our model observes that the word “but” reveals
the opposite sentiment to the previous part “I like
coming back to Mac OS”.
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Figure 3: Figure(a) shows comparison on multi-opinion-aspects instances between IMN and our Model. “All”
denotes total test set and “MultiAS” denotes multi-opinion-aspects instances test set. Figure(b) shows comparison
between AE model DECNN and our Model. “NoAS” means no-opinion-aspects instances test set. Figure(c) shows
the F-all performance as iteration times increase.
Examples IMN Our Model& Ground Truth Prediction Process
I haven’t used it for anything high tech
yet, but I love it already. (tech)pos None
I haven’t used it for anything high tech yet, but
I love it already.
I like coming back to Mac OS but
this laptop is lacking in speaker quality
compared to my $400 old HP laptop.
(Mac OS)neg
(speaker quality)neg
(Mac OS)pos
(speaker quality)neg
Ipos likepospos coming
pos
pos back
pos
pos to
pos
pos Mac
pos OSpos butneg this
laptop isnegneg lacking
neg
neg in
neg
neg speaker
neg
neg quality
neg
comparedneg toneg my $400 oldneu HPneuneu laptop
neu
neu .
Table 5: Case Study between state-of-the-art IMN and our model. In the “Prediction Process”, the subscript and the
superscript denote the sentiment nodes which linked with word nodes of the first and second iteration, respectively.
5 Related Work
5.1 Target-based Sentiment Analysis
Target-Based Sentiment Analysis (TBSA) is an es-
sential task in sentiment analysis and can be sepa-
rated into two sub-tasks, which are aspect extrac-
tion (AE) and aspect sentiment analysis (AS). AE
has been studied extensively by traditional machine
learning (Jakob and Gurevych, 2010; Liu et al.,
2016) and deep neural network methods (Xu et al.,
2018). However, the absence of sentiment infor-
mation results in redundant and noisy detection.
AS aims to classify the sentiment expressed on
some specific aspects in a sentence, which has been
widely studied in the NLP community (Wang et al.,
2016a; Chen et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2018; Chen and
Qian, 2019). However, these aspects must be anno-
tated before the AS task. Wang et al. (2018) and Li
et al. (2019) link the two sub-tasks through unified
tags. He et al. (2019) fuse features of individual
sub-tasks to common features via message-passing
mechanism. However, these works remain on mod-
eling the superficial connection between the two
sub-tasks.
5.2 GNN in Information Extraction
Research on information extraction with Graph
Neural Networks have been attracting heated atten-
tion. Advantages such as great power of expression,
flexible design of structure, efficient encoding of
knowledge base make GNN achieved promising
results in relation extraction (Zhang et al., 2018b),
event extraction (Nguyen and Grishman, 2018),
text classification (Zhang et al., 2018a) and so on.
Graph Convolutional Network (Bruna et al., 2013;
Duvenaud et al., 2015; Kipf and Welling, 2016) ,
which generalizes the convolution operation from
grid data to graph data, is one of the most pop-
ular variants of GNN. However, GCN is usually
exposed to the over-smoothing problem when the
number of layers increases (Li et al., 2018; Chen
et al., 2019). To relieve the over-smoothing, we
use gate mechanism to filter the information to be
transmitted to upper layers.
6 Conclusion
This paper presents a novel integrated method for
the TBSA task with dynamic heterogeneous graph,
which explicitly models the connection between
text and sentiment. The graph is initialized with
the syntactic and positional dependencies among
words to model long distance dependencies. The
combination of heterogeneous graph and various
types of dependencies further builds path between
keywords and sentiment labels. Experiment results
show that our model outperforms the state-of-the-
art models. Detailed analysis reveals that both the
syntactic dependency graph and the dynamic het-
erogeneous graph improve the performance. More-
over, our model is especially effective for detecting
the connection among sentiments of different as-
pects and excluding entities without opinions.
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